
A Short Teaching on Living Death 

by Deacon Gerry Palermo 

 

Greetings on the Thirteenth Sunday in Ordinary Time. 

Readings: WIS 1:13-15; 2:23-24; PS 30:2, 4, 5-6, 11, 12, 13; 2 COR 8:7, 9, 13-15; MK 5:21-43 

 

Is it fair to say that everyone knows we live in a broken world? Who can ignore aging, death, 

disease, accident, and natural disasters, the natural evils? Some ignore the existence of 

intentional harm, those who would harm with the intent of wreck havoc or to gain some 

advantage (Evil). The readings today speak of God’s plan and God’s response to evil and Evil. 

From the beginning God did not make death, nor does he rejoice in the destruction of the living 

but by the envy of the devil, death entered the world, and the devil desires us to experience it. In 

faith, we are living with death (evil) and without faith in deadly living (Evil). The gospel of 

Mark brings us an intercalation story of two females and their suffering. The story contains the 

Evil that also binds them. Jesus frees them from both evil and Evil. 

Private – Public: 

The woman, twelve years hemorrhaging, after having suffered from the inept remedies of 

humans seeks the divine remedy for her problem. This natural evil is healed by the Lord 

privately-publicly. Why publicly? This poor woman (she may have been a woman of young age 

unable to have husband or children due to her menstrual cycle dysfunction) held her ailment 

privately as in public she would have been avoided. She bore two problems: the evil of the decay 

of the body and the Evil of the social injustice of menstrual taboo. In a public exchange Jesus 

asks ‘Who touched me?’ and after the story he said, “Daughter, your faith has saved you. Go in 

peace and be cured of your affliction." In one sweeping gesture Jesus cures the physical evil and 

invalidates the Evil of social isolation. 

Public – Private: 

Jairus’ 12 y/o daughter is to the point of death. In public, he pleads Jesus come and lay hands 

upon her to heal her. Jesus readily agrees. On their way it is announced the girl is dead. Jesus and 

Jairus continue on in faith. Upon arrival Jesus asks, ‘Why this commotion and weeping? The 

child is not dead but asleep.’ They ridiculed him. In public he put them all out because of the 

Evil of their insincere grief and the lack of faith in divine remedy. They were making a 

commotion (moirologists). In private, Jesus revives the girl in the presence of faith (mother, 

father, apostles). In one sweeping gesture Jesus cures the physical evil and invalidates the Evil of 

insincerity. 

 

It is the divine will to end evil and Evil: publicly, privately, immediately or after a time. It is in 

faith we accept. Let us mitigate evil and avoid Evil by following Saint Paul’s advice ‘as a matter 

of equality your abundance at the present time should supply their needs, so that their abundance 

may also supply your needs, that there may be equality.’ 

 

Peace be with you. 

Deacon Gerry 


